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Reflections
While we will never forget the incredible coming together of the community to 
support the food security response, we now needed to figure out how to keep that 
civic engagement alive after the sense of emergency had faded. And so we started 
with ourselves. We spent, and continue to spend, much time and energy figuring out 
how we relate in our small team, so that we can apply these learnings within all of 
our engagements at home, in our communities, and in the world. Working together 
across vast differences in lived experience, economic realities, history, culture, and 
perspectives is no easy task, and requires huge amounts of bravery, constant self 
reflection, and deep levels of care. 

With this at the centre, we strive to create similar spaces within all of our projects, and 
we have been humbled by how much we learn every single day, and how, by centering 
this practice, the learnings in each project, whether they are around entrepreneurship, 
global relations, communication skills or community building, are amplified.

We have so much appreciation and gratitude for the network of incredible humans who 
have traveled this journey with us, and it leads us to believe that a new world is not 
only possible, but actively being created through a myriad of small changes that begin 
within each of us.

THERESA WIGLEY
FOUNDING DIRECTOR
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Who We Are

Amava Oluntu was founded in 2018 in response to the urgent need for new learning 
spaces outside of the formal education system that prepare us for sustainable livelihoods. 

Amava is isiXhosa and means “wisdom of the people”. We create spaces 
for people to come together to build community through co-learning. 

Vision: 
Diverse, just, and resilient communities where youth engage with their full potential. 

Mission:
We nurture connection between youth and existing resources within the community.
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• RELATIONSHIP WITH SELF
• RELATIONSHIP WITH PLACE
• RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS

• COMMUNICATIONS
• IDEA DEVELOPMENT
• BUSINESS SKILLS

• STORYTELLING
• PURPOSE
• THE UNKNOWN
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Executive Summary
After a strong focus on responding to the impact of Covid-19 in the previous year, 
2021-22 gave us more time and energy to strategize and implement projects that 
focus on skills development and community connection. New local collaborations 
and partnerships emerged that helped us build strong alliances with individuals and 
organisations that aim at community resilience in Muizenberg and Vrygrond.

Through interviews and surveys, we investigated what people appreciate and need 
from Amava Oluntu. It became evident that the physical space at 148 Main Road has 
been a pivotal place for people to feel safe, home, and appreciated. 

The year 2022 started with great enthusiasm to build a skills sharing platform in order 
to give access to more diverse learning pathways. A new workshop framework was 
established that invites anyone from the community to share their skills and/or attend 
the workshops offered by peers. Monthly networking events contributed to the sharing 
of skills and knowledge beyond our local network. Since February, we have been 
organising these public events every first Friday of the month to share local wisdom 
and inspire change.

We are proud of our governing body that went through a transition of changes. Our 
new board members and an advisory collective ensure that Amava Oluntu’s governance 
is led according to its values, mission, and legal requirements.
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What We Did 
March 2021 - Feb 2022

new projects 

new youth changemakers

new partnerships

8

48

6 1

events

new volunteers 

new board constellation 
& advisory hub

15

35

Mostly, we listened, we shared stories and we built relationships.
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Pollinating Pride in People
Promoting fynbos conservation through micro-businesses 

This project aims at raising awareness around fynbos, and to simultaneously create opportunities for 
youth start-ups. Pollinating Pride in People is a collaborative project between Ingcungcu Sunbird 
Restoration and Amava Oluntu. Between 2021 and 2023, 18 young adults get trained in business 

development and Fynbos awareness.

In 2021, we trained six young adults from the Greater Muizenberg area. In 2022, we started a new cohort 
with 12 participants. With the help of coaches, Ingcungcu Sunbird Restoration and False Bay College, 

the participants propelled through the programme and its workshops. The emerging excitement around 
Fynbos, print-making designs, and product ideas have been powerful.

Although the key focus of this course has been around learning how to build a new brand and business, 
it was accompanied by gaining an appreciation for fynbos and an understanding of entrepreneurial 
endeavours. The participants were able to connect with nature through interactive activities, such as 

fynbos tea making and hikes. In addition, they learnt about fynbos diversity and ecology while promoting 
awareness of the conservation of indigenous flora. Sales exercises and market days added additional 

value to their learning process as they embark on becoming green entrepreneurs. 

We were proud winners of the “Driving Force for Change Award”. The Department of Environment, 
Forestry, and Fisheries awarded R100 000 each to 13 selected projects across South Africa to 

implement ideas that will support young innovators and entrepreneurs to create a more 
environmentally friendly economy and society. 

Find out more about Pollinating Pride here.

https://www.instagram.com/pollinating_pride_in_people/
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YoUbuntu
International Exchange around SDG8 

Just before the pandemic began, this project started with a weekend away in the Eco-Village Oude 
Molen in Pinelands. Due to increasing measures to combat the pandemic, the originally planned 

international exchanges had to be moved and moved, and finally canceled. YoUbuntu could finally be 
implemented in 2021 with a blended learning approach: six youth from Germany and eight from South 
Africa gathered on a national level whilst having online engagements with their counterparts. For our 

South African team, the first workshop of one week took place in the eco-village in Pinelands, while the 
second was on a secluded farm in the Cape Winelands. It was in these settings where young minds could 

share perspectives from different worlds.

As aptly voiced by Thee Empire, The Poet, “…this world is very vulnerable; we are also vulnerable. 
With the ups and downs in the world, the mindset of people is very distorted right now and it’s difficult 
to think of the future. But if we are able to gather ourselves, to connect, to share, we are able to build 
something.” Over two separate weeks in October and November of 2021, the youths virtually came 
together and would do just that - broadening perspectives, visioning, and gaining self-confidence.

YoUbuntu encompassed an array of activities such as hiking, team-building exercises, project and 
event planning, and local excursions to green businesses. However, the most important element of the 

programme was to create a safe space where the participants could safely engage in dialogue regarding 
Sustainable Development Goal 8 (SDG8) and decent jobs in an unequal society. 

Find out more about YoUbuntu here.

https://www.instagram.com/youbuntu2020/
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Muiz Community Kitchen
Since June 2021, Amava Oluntu has supported the Muizenberg Community Kitchen as a fiscal host. 

The kitchen exists to provide nutritious, affordable, plant-based meals to our community. More than 20 
volunteers and supporters make this place a home of diverse learning, sharing, and growth. 

In response to COVID-19, as part of the Muizenberg CAN (Community Action Network), the Muizenberg 
community braved the unknown, coming together to form the Muiz Kitchen, serving many thousands of 
meals for eight months. This was made possible by generous donations and many volunteers. In 2021, 

the focus on emergency food security shifted, and the Muiz Kitchen needed to navigate with new visions 
and entrepreneurial arms to sustain. During the process of change, the kitchen moved seven times 

before it landed in the present venue at 150 Main Road, right next to Amava Oluntu. Anyone is welcome 
to come and enjoy a meal for R50. These meals subsidise the meals for those in need who receive the 

same take-away meal at the Muiz Community garden for R15 each. 

The Muiz Kitchen has created an alternative exchange system featuring the Muiz Coin:
1 Muiz Coin = R15 (1 Meal). People can earn coins by volunteering in the kitchen or the 

garden and by doing the weekly street cleanups.

In the financial year 2021-22, the Muiz Kitchen served 11,240 meals in the community garden.
Loxion Mobile library:  200 meals

Find out more about the Muiz Kitchen here.

https://www.instagram.com/muiz_kitchen/
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ASA 2021
Encouraging Global Learning

Learning about different cultures, having new experiences, and making a difference in an 
interconnected world. The ASA Programme provides young people with skills to understand and forge 
global interdependencies. Over six months, Christian and Paula from Amava Oluntu collaborated with 

two team partners from Starkmacher, Germany, and developed a communication strategy for the global 
partnership that has been initiated in 2019 with the objective to strengthen education for sustainable 

development and youth empowerment.

It was an exciting virtual collaboration in this bi-national team that discovered many new aspects of their 
own cultures, languages, and global correlations. They discussed reasons and roots of power structures 
and inequality. Collaborating online and working on the same goals with team members from another 

country can be quite challenging. This project was certainly an opportunity to go beyond one’s comfort 
zone, to reflect and rethink one’s own position and understanding of the world in its global context.

Find out more about ASA here. 

https://amava.org/projects/why-global-learning-matters/
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Muiz Community Kitchen
Since June 2021, Amava Oluntu has supported The Muizenberg Community Kitchen in administration. 
The kitchen exists to provide nutritious, affordable, plant-based meals to our community. More than 20 

volunteers and supporters make this place a home of diverse learning, sharing, and growth. 
In response to COVID-19, as part of the Muizenberg CAN (Community Action Network), the Muizenberg 
community braved the unknown, coming together to form the Muiz Kitchen, serving many thousands of 
meals for eight months. This was made possible by generous donations and many volunteers. In 2021, 

the focus on emergency food security shifted, and the Muiz Kitchen needed to navigate with new visions 
and entrepreneurial arms to sustain. During the process of change, the kitchen moved seven times 

before it landed in the present venue at 150 Main Road, right next to Amava Oluntu. Anyone is welcome 
to come and enjoy a meal for R50. These meals subsidise the meals for those in need who receive the 

same take-away meal at the Muiz Community garden for R15 each. 

The Muiz Kitchen has created an alternative exchange system featuring the Muiz Coin:
1 Muiz Coin = R15 (1 Meal). People can earn coins by volunteering in the kitchen or the 

garden and by doing the weekly street cleanups.

In the financial year 2021-22, the Muiz Kitchen served 11,240 meals in the community garden.
Loxion Mobile library:  200 meals

Find out more about the Muiz Kitchen here.

Learning Seeds Network (TESF)
(Re)imagining Greater Muizenberg: nurturing seeds of transgressive learning

Amava Oluntu was a fiscal host for the community-based research project “Learning Seeds” 
from September 2021 to September 2022. 

This project aimed at understanding how courageous, transgressive forms of learning can strengthen our 
communities to dismantle our historical legacy of inequality and create just, sustainable futures together. 

With a focus on building relationships, it involved collective exploration, experimentation, reflection and 
knowledge co-creation among locals. The network of involved stakeholders included among others: New 

Muizenberg School; Muizenberg Community Garden; Harmony’s Angels Food Kitchen; Muiz Kitchen; 
Amava Oluntu; Ingcungcu Sunbird Restoration; Fit for Life; Jungle Theatre; Loxion Mobile Library, Sozo 

Foundation, InMotion studio, and Uvuno Hub. 

Research instruments and questions were co-developed by local residents and a dedicated research 
team. The creative research outputs such as an Open Space discussion, poems, and evolving stories 

offer a “living-lab” example of Muizenberg as an ecosystem of learning for more just futures.  

Find out more about Learning Seeds here. 

https://www.instagram.com/learningseedsnetwork2022/
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Muiz Community Kitchen
Since June 2021, Amava Oluntu has supported The Muizenberg Community Kitchen in administration. 
The kitchen exists to provide nutritious, affordable, plant-based meals to our community. More than 20 

volunteers and supporters make this place a home of diverse learning, sharing, and growth. 
In response to COVID-19, as part of the Muizenberg CAN (Community Action Network), the Muizenberg 
community braved the unknown, coming together to form the Muiz Kitchen, serving many thousands of 
meals for eight months. This was made possible by generous donations and many volunteers. In 2021, 

the focus on emergency food security shifted, and the Muiz Kitchen needed to navigate with new visions 
and entrepreneurial arms to sustain. During the process of change, the kitchen moved seven times 

before it landed in the present venue at 150 Main Road, right next to Amava Oluntu. Anyone is welcome 
to come and enjoy a meal for R50. These meals subsidise the meals for those in need who receive the 

same take-away meal at the Muiz Community garden for R15 each. 

The Muiz Kitchen has created an alternative exchange system featuring the Muiz Coin:
1 Muiz Coin = R15 (1 Meal). People can earn coins by volunteering in the kitchen or the 

garden and by doing the weekly street cleanups.

In the financial year 2021-22, the Muiz Kitchen served 11,240 meals in the community garden.
Loxion Mobile library:  200 meals

Find out more about the Muiz Kitchen here.

Capacity Building and Up-skilling
ABCD Training 

In July 2021, Ninette Eliasov trained Amava Oluntu in Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD). 
The approach of ABCD revolves around locating, improving, and using individual or community assets. 

Strengths and resources are identified in this process, otherwise known as asset mapping, and are 
used for capacity building, sustainable community development, and creating economic opportunity: 

“Start with what you have, build with what you know.” Over two days, Ninette introduced the team and 
community facilitators to tools and approaches of ABCD so that Amava Oluntu can integrate them in its 

practice and projects.

Find out more about ABCD here.

Peace Building 
For a one-and-a-half-day workshop, Kate Ferguson introduced methods of conflict resolution and peace 

building. We gathered in the community garden and the workshop included participants from various 
Amava Oluntu projects, including the Muizenberg Community Kitchen, Transforming Education for 

Sustainable Futures (TESF) Grant and Participatory Video team. The key workshop aims were to introduce 
the topic of conflict and peace into participants’ awareness, co-create a conflict resolution toolkit for 

the organisation and projects to use when conflict arises, and to start developing a culture that prevents 
conflict by becoming peace-builders.
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Accounts Summary
OPERATING EXPENSES

Accommodation 56,902 4.8%

Accounting, Bank Charges, CIPC 210,282 9%

Consulting 5,930 0.3%

Consumables 12,238 0.4%

Equipment 86,330 4%

Food 176,320 7.3%

Insurance 4,079 0.2%

Muizenberg Community Kitchen 114,866 5%

Office Rent 152,460 6.4%

Printing & Stationery 14,421 0.5%

Production 76,500 3%

Research 197,700 8.3%

Software, Website, Social Media 46,491 2%

Stipends, Wages & Honorary Fees 648,837 27%

Airtime and & Data 7,248 0.3%

Transport 64,513 2.7%

Training & Workshops 187,322 7.7%

Vrygrond Community Kitchens Support 313,926 13%

TOTAL 2,376,365

Vrygrond Community 
Kitchens Support

Accounting, Admin, 
Bank Charges, CIPC

Food

Office Rent

Stipends, Wages 
& Honorary Fees

Research

Muizenberg 
Community 
Kitchen

Training & 
Workshops
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Organisational Structure 2021/22

Amava Oluntu is a registered Non-Profit Company. In 
2021-22, Amava Oluntu’s governing board consisted 
of Yoliswa Mahobe, Theresa Wigley, Mzukisi Zele, 
Sue Soal, and Sandile Fanana (youth representative). 

The process of rethinking Amava Oluntu’s governance 
structure continues. Our board has grown and 
additional advisors and wise teachers have decided 
to accompany us into the future. We wish to grow our 
board in a way that does not just conform to traditional 
structures, but rather takes what is valuable from old 
ways of working and blends them with flexibility and 
an openness to new ways of forming a governing 
body that makes sense to the diverse set of people 
in the system. We are therefore seeking carriers of 
old wisdom, bearers of new ways, path forgers, brave 
sense makers, and moral compasses who hold us to 
our truth.

Find out more about the people we work with here. 

Board of DirectorsOD

Youth Advisor

Book Keeping

https://amava.org/
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Aktion für eine geeinte Welt

Our past grant funding is a testimony to our work and the impact of our projects. 
These grants are restricted and used only on agreed line items to help us to deliver quality services to participants.

We are therefore grateful to all individual donors: Your contributions play a pivotal role in allowing for more flexible 
support and enable us to continue being responsive to emerging needs, such as transport and food costs.

A special word of thanks is given to our local community partners and 
volunteers who have supported us mentally and physically throughout. 
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Thank You.




